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Clint Turner, KA7OEI, explains the construction, the controls, and even a
little history of the Northern Utah WebSDR in our January 2019 club meeting. He was kind enough to guide our 80-plus attendees through a virtual
tour of the Corinne site. Most of us had little idea so much effort and so
many guy wires went into the project, but we’re grateful for the fun result.
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The Amateur in You explains what
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Silent Key
Memorial for a member who has passed on

Walt Miller, AD7WG
Walt was a friend to so many of us who served alongside him at the Provo Freedom Festival parades, at the
Squaw Peak 50 Ultra marathon, at the RACES nets, and
many other events and activities. We’re going to miss
hearing his voice every Tuesday night on the 147.340+
repeater, trying to recruit members to run and fill various roles for the net.
Here’s an excerpt from his obituary:
Walter Mark Miller, 81, was born May 23 in Kansas
City, Missouri.
One of twelve children, he helped work the farm with
the others to help support the family. Walt “walked uphill both ways” to attend a small country grade school.
After graduating High School in Missouri, he attended
college at the University of Missouri before serving a
two-year mission for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in the Central Atlantic States. Following
his mission, he enlisted in the United States Air Force.
While stationed in Indiana, he met his future eternal
companion, Phyllis Garver. Walt hitchhiked 75 miles each way to see Phyllis as often as possible. She was truly the love of his life, and they recently celebrated their 55th anniversary. He
would always call the family together for a family meeting and tell everybody how beautiful
and wonderful she was and how much they loved each other.
Walt graduated from Weber State University with a Bachelor's degree in Social Work. He then
moved to Moab with his six children and worked while he went to school for his Masters degree. Being a social worker was a tough job at times, but he was patient, kind, and was willing
to do what it takes to do the job well. He completed his Master’s degree in Social work, then a
Master’s degree in Psychology and subsequently his LCSW (License in Clinical Social Work)
from the University of Utah. He worked for the State of Utah Family services for 35 years.
Walt served honorably in many capacities in The Church. He loved music and it was part of
who he was. He loved church songs and classical music, having led music in church off and on
since age twelve.
He loved being a grandfather, from his first grandchild to his latest great grandchild he loved
being with them. He let his true love of life show when he was around them. He loved working
with his hands in wood and plumbing and cars, and even built wooden toys for his grandchildren. They remember his toy car collection and his “Tootsie Roll” maker. Walt loved his family
and he loved Heavenly Father and had a desire to be a good person, to do what would please
his Heavenly Father.
Walt is survived by his wonderful wife, Phyllis, and many family members.
We’re going to miss you, Walt.
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Silent Key
Memorial for a member who has passed on

Jim Cobabe, KE7GWJ
Jim has made it out to a number of club meetings, even
if it means he had to be there in a wheelchair following
a stroke. He loved ham radio, he loved his ham friends,
but most of all he loved his family. Carl WE7OMG took a
special interest in befriending and visiting Jim, and helping him get to places.
Here’s an excerpt from his obituary:
David James “Jim” Cobabe, 65, was born February 19 to
Bill and Mary Cobabe.
The third of nine siblings, Jim grew up in the Manhattan
Beach, California, area. He attended Mira Costa High
School, where he played football and wrestled. He served
as a missionary in the Missouri Kansas City Mission,
then afterwards attended Ricks College in Idaho where
he met Colleen Thomas. They were married in the Salt
Lake LDS Temple, then later divorced.
Jim graduated from UC Riverside, earning a B.S. in Biology, specializing in Botany. After
graduating, he and his family moved to West Jordan, Utah, where he became a software engineer, which took him to Japan and France, among other places.
Jim loved going off-roading, and was an avid outdoorsman. He was an expert in identifying
plants, trees, and especially flowers. Later in his life he worked in the outdoors that he loved
so much, serving for a time with the National Forest Service. He also volunteered as a firefighter in the rugged areas of Indianola and Sanpete County. Jim was later honored for his efforts and presented a special award of thanks from the Indianola Fire department.
In spite of suffering from a massive stroke in 2009, Jim never gave up, always having a strong
faith in his Heavenly Father and the Gospel. His greatest delight was in spending time with his
children and grandchildren.
Memorial services held on February 2 in West Jordan, Utah.
73 and rest in peace, Jim.
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Way to Be
Spotlight on our members

James Brown, W7JHB
The club membership elected James as our Activities / Publicity Coordinator last September, to
replace Jeff N1SC, and since then, he’s shown
that he’s up to the task of promoting and organizing great activities. And January’s annual Winter Field Day was no less of a challenge for James
because has never attended a Field Day with
UVARC (Winter or otherwise), let alone organize
one.
Not letting that little bit of inexperience stop
him, James relied on the advice and help of Jeff,
Chad, Ted, Dan, and others, to shape a great
Winter Field Day experience for everybody who
showed up. In the end, K7UVA made well over
500 contacts, most of which were phone (voice),
but thanks to Chad, a whole slew on digital, and
thanks to Ted, many on CW (Morse code). We’re also grateful that James accepted Daylon
Dean’s kind offer to let us use his trailer for the event, which kept many of us from an icy
grave.

Well done, James!
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My Shack
Highlighting the shack (ham equipment and room) of a member, to
give others an idea of the possibilities that might work for them

Dave Becar, KI6OSS
My interest in radio began when I was a very young
boy. I would ask my dad how radio works, and he tried
to simplify things for me. I was able to find a radio
schematic and asked my dad if he would help me build
one. We did attempt to build one but it never did work.
In High school I enrolled in an electronics class, and
my teacher happened to be a ham radio operator. I
became very interested, and almost every lunch period
we would practice sending and receiving Morse code in
class, where I built my first A-1C crystal-controlled
transmitter. My Christmas gift that year was a Radio
Shack multi band receiver. I also mowed lawns to earn
the money to buy a Heathkit SB-102 transceiver, which
I did build, and it worked! I still have that radio with
the SB 200-amp power supply and speaker with an old
Astatic microphone.
I never did master CW, so when life got busy, I set radio aside to go on a mission and later started a family.
When we were living in California, our family was
With wife Sheri KI6WWN
evacuated for a bad fire, in which some of our friends
lost their homes. Radio was such a passion of mine, that this incident prompted me to get my
ham license. So, I bought the book, studied on my own, and I finally obtained my Technician
license. I loved using the radio to make contacts, so I decided to waste no time, and started
working on my General license. I had the great privilege of helping my wife Sheri and two my
sons become licensed operators as well, and it’s been such a fun family experience to have
them involved.

QSL card from back in CA

I'm now working with some of my grandchildren to help
do the same. Several years ago I became a VE (volunteer
examiner), and knew I needed to get my Extra license.
So, I bought the book and spent about a month studying and was able to complete my Extra. While in California I was asked to help our church and become better
prepared, and was asked to become their Emergency
Response Communication (ERC) specialist the Church. I
started teaching many classes for the Church and the
community and helped many people get their license.
Also, my wife is an Elementary school teacher, and so I
also taught a class at her school, where I helped two 9-

year-old boys earn their licenses.
I've spent most of my life in California, and it has been so fun to be involved in radio. When we
moved to Utah, I met this amazing ham, who has helped me put up an antenna to get me back
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My Shack, continued
Dave Becar, KI6OSS

Dave Becar, KI6OSS
on the air here. I'm now working with the city of Eagle Mountain "Be Ready" program, and will
be teaching a Technician class at City Center in March 2019. I’ve also been asked to be net
control for the Eagle Mountain Emergency Communication Team (EMECT), in which we run a
net for them every Sunday night at 9 pm on the UCARES repeater, 145.230- MHz.
My current inventory includes
Yaesu FTdx5000MP HF transceiver
Yaesu FT-857D HF transceiver
Yaesu FT-8800R dual-band mobile transceiver
Yaesu FT-7900R dual-band mobile transceiver
Kenwood TM-241A VHF mobile transceiver
Icom IC-208H dual-band mobile transceiver
Elecraft K3S kit portable HF transceiver
Kenwood TL-922A 2 kW linear amplifier
Heathkit SB-102 HF transceiver
Heathkit SB-200 1.2 kW linear amplifier
Gap Titan DX vertical HF antenna
“Pockrus” Joystick dual-band J-pole antenna

Thank you for making ham radio so great, and for allowing me to share this great hobby with you and many
others that I have had the privilege to talk to, meet with,
and share similar interest with. I hope that if you ever
need help, I can assist you in your efforts. Thank you for
welcoming us into the club!
Thank you, David KI6OSS and Sheri Becar KI6WWN
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Brass Tacks
An in-depth look at a radio-related topic

Antenna gain
When I was much younger, my grandpa showed me the basics of electricity. I wondered in wide-eyed fascination as he
connected a wire from a simple D-cell battery to a small
light bulb lying on the counter, bringing the bulb to life
when he touched the tip of the bulb contact to the battery.
I thought that was pretty neat, but childishly pointed out
that the light didn’t seem as bright as the one in my one-cell
flashlight. He then asked for my flashlight, removed the
bulb from it, and told me to connect my flashlight bulb the
same as he did the first bulb. I was again amazed to see that
the brightness of the removed bulb was the same as that of
the small bulb on the counter, and asked what changed.
Was there something about the flashlight body or internal mechanism that made the difference? He then placed the bulb back into the flashlight head, reassembled the flashlight, and
turned it on. Sure enough, its light now seemed a lot brighter. My grandpa pointed out that
the amount of electrical energy going into the bulb was the same in both cases, and so the
amount of light emanating from the bulbs were the same too. But he also said that the light in
the flashlight was focused, or concentrated more in one direction than in others, and so it
seemed to shine brighter in that direction.
A radio antenna works in a very similar principle,
often focusing more radio energy in one direction
than in others. The focus of signal energy by an antenna in this manner is called gain, a very misunderstood concept, possibly because it’s not very visible
to human eyes.
Many hams purchase antennas based on this gain
value, not realizing what one value means, over another. When you examine an antenna sale that advertises a specific gain value for a particular frequency band, the two questions you need to ask are,
Compared with what? and In what direction(s)?
Once you understand these two parameters, you’re better-equipped to arrive at a more intelligent conclusion.
Except for the shadow cast by the battery and my hands, when I connected that little light
bulb, it seemed as though the light was shining with equal brightness in all directions. And
using that isotropic (equal strength in all directions) tool gave me a reference, by which I could
compare the brightness and direction of all other flashlights. Only problem is, that’s an impractical and unfair comparison, since nobody pulls out a battery and flashlight bulb to compare with a flashlight when they go looking to buy one. Instead, people tend to compare a prospective purchase with a known flashlight reference that uses the same type of power source.
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Brass Tacks
continued

Two reference antennas
For the purposes of amateur radio, people today have developed two references by which we
compare the gain value of antennas. One reference is known as an isotropic radiator, again
meaning an ideal antenna that radiates (“shines with equal brightness”) in all directions. The
other is none other than the dipole antenna. Just like my battery-and-bulb example, it’s both
impractical (indeed, nearly impossible) and unfair to compare an actual antenna with an isotropic radiator, so we tend to compare an antenna with a dipole, which we can easily construct, and whose gain (strength and direction) characteristics are fairly well-known.
Antenna gain comparisons made in reference with an isotropic radiator use the unitless designation dBi, meaning gain compared with that of an isotropic antenna, and is calculated
value dBi = 10log10(PA/PI)
in which PI is the power output of an isotropic antenna in the direction of maximum strength,
and PA is that from the antenna we want to measure. This way, if we’re trying to examine the
gain of an isotropic antenna, we compare it with itself, such that P A/PI = PI/PI = 1, and log10(1) =
0. What this means to us is that, any antenna with a dBi gain value greater than zero has
greater gain than this imaginary antenna.
Because a physical isotropic antenna is nearly impossible to construct for a proper comparison, amateurs and engineers have selected the simple dipole antenna as the proposed basis
for an antenna gain reference. A dipole antenna has three advantages that make it a nearly
ideal choice for a reference antenna: it’s easy to build, it’s inexpensive, and it’s nearly lossless.
A fourth advantage might be that many amateur antennas are adaptations of dipoles themselves, making the comparison a little closer to realistic.
So, just how much gain does a typical dipole exhibit? The gain of a lossless half-wave dipole is
calculated as follows (don’t try this at home ― only meant to show the origin of the value).
radiation intensity :
radiated power :
directivity :
So, from these we conclude that a lossless half-wave dipole has 1.64 times the gain of an isotropic antenna, allowing us to use that constant in measuring other antennas with respect to
an known, actual antenna. Putting this in terms of decibels, we have a new unitless designation called dBd, meaning gain compared with that of a dipole antenna, and is calculated
value dBd = 10log10(PD/PI) = 10log10(1.64) ≈ 2.15 dBi
Now we need to answer our two questions. Compared with what? Answer: an isotropic antenna. In what direction(s)? Answer: symmetrically radially outward in all directions, broadside
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Brass Tacks
continued

(perpendicular) to the length of the dipole, from the center of the dipole.
With all of this, you’re now armed with the ammo
you need, to make a more informed decision regarding antenna gain, but you’re still going to have
to use your head. When you see an antenna specification of “3 dBd gain” you now know that it’s 3 dB
compared with a dipole, but it’s not always obvious
in which direction(s) that gain is measured, so examining the physical style and layout of the antenna might be necessary to determine that.
You’ll eventually run into an antenna listing that
advertises “6 dB of gain!!” Ok, compared with what?
Well, the ad doesn’t say, and if there’s no indication
what the gain is relative to, you must assume it’s
dBi. Advertisers list it the way they do because either they don’t know better, or they want to
inflate the gain number to attract more attention. I mean, which sounds better to you, 3 dB or
0.85 dB? Well, if the first is actually dBi and the second is dBd, the values are the same, but the
first might sell better. That’s why you need to know, and that’s why you must assume dBi.
Some antennas exhibit gain in more than one direction, and that’s
why we ask the question In what direction(s)? with the “s” in parentheses. A “magnetic” loop antenna, for example, exhibits gain in two
directions, both directions perpendicular to the plane of the loop, in
opposite directions. A whip antenna on your HT or vehicle is considered “omnidirectional” but means its gain is pointed in
all directions radially outward from the antenna, perpendicular to the orientation of the whip.

Breaking the laws of physics
I once built a 20-meter Yagi beam whose design
bragged “18 dBd” gain. That means it was allegedly able
to send a radio signal out that’s 3 dB + 3 dB + 3 dB + 3
dB + 3 dB + 3 dB (do the math: 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 =
64 times!) stronger than an ordinary dipole was capable magnetic loop antenna
of sending. And my signal reports from Italy, Japan, Indonesia, and Curacao seemed to verify that was likely the case. But how was that
possible? And where did all that extra energy come from? Was I in possession of a
magical device that somehow turned my 100-watt radio into a 6,400-watt radio
station, violating the 1500-watt power limit rule of amateur radio?

whip antenna
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Going back to my flashlight example, reality sets in as I realize all that happened
was that the flashlight reflector focused as much of the light that it could in a single direction, making the light appear much brighter in that direction than it
might otherwise have. No extra batteries were added, no magical device was installed, and no new energy was generated. My delusion comes to an end, and I’m
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Brass Tacks
continued

once again forced to conclude that the laws
of physics are safe from my meddling after
all.

PEP vs. ERP
But wait, what about that 6,400 watts my
beam was cooking the airwaves with? Isn’t
that against the rules? Well, it turns out
that my radio transmitter was putting out
100 watts, which we call peak envelope
power (PEP), but the antenna was sending
out 6,400 watts of focused signal, called effective radiated power (ERP). In the simplest terms,
ERP is calculated
ERP = PEP + gains ― losses
and if you examine the ARRL band allocation chart, at the top under the title, it reads, “(b) No
station may transmit with a transmitter power exceeding 1.5 kW PEP.” So, my rig transmitting
at 100 watts was well within the legal limit, regardless what the antenna might have done with
the energy it was handed.
By the way, is it possible for an antenna to exhibit
negative gain? That is, can it actually radiate with
less strength than an isotropic antenna? Returning to
the flashlight example, turn on your flashlight, only
this time cover the front with black construction paper. Not a whole lot of light exits the paper, yet the
same amount of electrical power is being expended.
Many rubber duck (electrically shortened, stock) antennas and dummy loads exhibit negative gain by
design.

Summary
Antenna gain is the measure of an antenna’s ability to focus radio energy in a particular direction or directions, compared with that of a reference antenna. The reference antenna by theory
is the isotropic radiator, which exhibits equal radiation strength in all directions, but is an impractical measuring tool. A more useful reference is the lossless dipole antenna, which is fairly
easy and inexpensive to construct, and so provides a more realistic reference. This is why it’s
important to understand what the reference is, when examining an antenna specification. So,
an antenna that has higher gain than another doesn’t mean that it requires more electrical
power, but that it’s able to focus more of the same power in one direction than another antenna can.
— Noji Ratzlaff, KNØJI (kn0ji@arrl.net)
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Dear Annette
What’s on your mind? Serious, humorous, technical, and thoughtful answers to your deepest, (mostly) ham-related questions.

Dear Annette:

Dear Annette:

Are we rule-bound to speak the time of day in
either military or UTC time on the air?

What’s the right way to pronounce Wouxun?

Paul in Layton
Dear Paul:
More than ever, we live today in a very international community. When we convey time-ofday to others locally, our listeners can usually
assume we’re referring to the time relative to
the same time zone. But when we state the
time on websites, on HF, and on social media,
our audience might include those far away
from our local time zone. Although not a
strict rule, it’s helpful to display the time using UTC (Coordinated Universal Time), which
resembles a form of military time known as
zulu time. Because of activities such as ARES
callouts, RACES nets, and the NTS, we hams
have developed a culture in which we state
the time-of-day by a 24-hour clock, also similar to military time, by habit. Is this format
necessary? Not by amateur rules, but they
could be required by the agency that governs
our activity at the moment.
Dear Annette:
Is it legal to transmit on ham radio while
you’re drunk or under the influence? Not that
I want to get on the air drunk (I don’t drink),
but when I encouraged my wife to get licensed, she reminded me that she’s not able
to get a driver’s license because of the kinds
of prescription medication she’s on, so that
got me thinking.
Sam in Eagle Mountain
Dear Sam:
It’s not illegal to transmit on amateur radio
while under the influence of alcohol, Marijuana, or medication, legal or otherwise.
Then again, I can’t say the same if you’re mobile.
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Beebee in Payson
Dear Beebee:
Prompted by your question, I’ve asked a couple of my Chinese friends how to properly
pronounce Wouxun, the radio manufacturer.
One (Song, owner of Rice Wok in Orem) answered wo-SHOON, and the other (neighbor
“Lanny” Lin) said, “In China, it matter, but we
in America, and most American don’t know
how voice correct tone, so don’t really matter.” I prefer the second answer, since I don’t
feel the need to make pronunciations that are
out of my comfort zone, and so I pronounce
it WOX-un. (While we’re at it, I also prefer to
say BOW-fang for that other popular transceiver manufacturer.)
Dear Annette:
If a person’s license expires during a government shutdown, and the FCC won’t renew it
during that time, can he still transmit, due to
the extenuating circumstances? After all, it’s
not his fault that he can’t renew.
Loftgren in Provo
Dear Loftgren:
According to Part 97.21(b) of the rules, if
your license is expired, you aren’t permitted
to transmit until the renewal appears in the
ULS (Universal Licensing System) database. As
far as I know, no provision or allowance is
given to any extenuating circumstances. Note
the wordage in the last sentence: Unless and
until the license grant is renewed, no privileges in this part are conferred.
Got a question for Dear Annette? Email it to
uvarcshack@gmail.com and include your
town name. Sorry, no guarantees.

The Amateur in You
What have you been pondering?

How to tune an antenna
As mentioned in the last issue of UVARC
Shack (Brass Tacks, p. 9), tuning an antenna
means adjusting your antenna physically so
that it resonates electrically, to offer the optimum effectiveness electromagnetically.
But how would you know whether you need
to tune your antenna? And how does one go
about actually performing such a thing?

How to tell it needs tuning
Often, there are clues that might tell you that
you have an antenna that needs to be tuned,
but not always. If you install an HF antenna
and your transceiver reports that your SWR is
too high when you transmit, that’s a good
clue. In the same antenna situation, if your
transceiver displays an output power of 10
watts, even though you have the power level
set to 100 watts, that’s another good clue.
One more is that other hams report your signal is quite poor when you believe it should
be strong and clear, a rather hit-and-miss but
possibly usable clue.
The most reliable way (within your price
range) to know whether your antenna requires tuning is by using an antenna analyzer. A good analyzer can be pricey, but is
almost a necessity if you’re in the habit of
making your own antennas. Its purpose is
three-fold: to show you a) whether your antenna is reasonably resonant, b) whether your
antenna has an acceptable bandwidth, and c)
whether that bandwidth falls within an acceptable frequency range.

What you can do about it
When you set out to DIY an antenna from
scratch, you might use an online antenna calculator to help you, and that’s wise. Understand, however, that the purpose of the calculator is help you measure your element
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sizes and lengths close to what they should
actually be. You’ll find that cutting your wires
or rods to within ¼˝ or even ½˝ of the prescribed measurements will not be very useful.
It might be a lot more helpful to exceed the
calculator suggestions by three to five percent, then cut the lengths back to ideal when
you start measuring it. You can use your analyzer to help show you how close your antenna is to the best SWR and bandwidth the
online calculator claims it can present.
Even many store-bought VHF antenna makers
expect you to adjust it for resonance within
your band of interest because, for example,
the antenna is made for both commercial and
amateur use. These are often accompanied
by a set screw to lengthen or shorten the
main element. Some expect you to actually
cut the element to length. Once again, your
analyzer can show whether your antenna is as
resonant as you had hoped, and then you can
often modify your antenna to bring it within
an acceptable range if it isn’t. Still, some
store-bought antennas are very difficult to
modify, if they can be modified at all, and
you might have to live with a poor antenna or
resort to purchasing a better one.
Finally, antennas, especially HF antennas,
often don’t work independently of their surroundings. This is because the electromagnetic fields your antenna creates can couple
with surrounding conductive objects, such as
gutters, trees, vehicles, and its mast. This
doesn’t mean your analyzer is defective, just
because it shows a 1.2:1 SWR on 7.202 MHz
in your garage, but now 2.2:1 after you install
it on your roof. If you see this happen, you
might need to make further adjustments to
your antenna elements once you place your
antenna in its final operating location.

― Noji KNØJI

Hot Tips
Good info for the new ham, and old stuff to refresh
your memory

What frequencies to use in the back country
Once in awhile club members post that they
plan to hike the back country (mountainous,
wilderness terrain), where they’ll likely be out
of range of the most popular repeaters, and
certainly cell towers, and wonder what frequencies they can use, in case of an emergency. The Intermountain Intertie and the Sinbad System are groups of linked repeaters
that were installed in anticipation of people
hiking or traveling in remote areas of Utah.

that two more times, five minutes apart.

It’s highly advised to locate nearby repeaters
where you plan to travel, especially if they’re
part of these two linked systems. That should
give you a way to seek help, should you be out
of cell tower reach and in need of assistance,
but what if you’re doing fine, and want to help
others who might be in trouble?

it’s good to get first-aid certified or CERT certified.

I personally make that announcement every
hour, to get the attention of the most people,
and in case an injured party has less than
three hours of battery life left. If somebody
does respond to your announcement, use your
best judgment as to how to help the person,
including gathering details of the emergency,
finding their location, carrying supplies to
them, and calling 911 if you have cell coverEach system connects to a series of repeaters age or for help through a repeater that’s on
that include some that reach into Utah Valley one of the systems.
and Salt Lake Valley, to offer easy access to
A couple of words of advice, if you ever find
most homes should you be able to reach one yourself helping an injured person: 1) the
of their repeaters. When hiking in or around most important person is you, so don’t jeopthe High Uintas, for example, you can access
ardize your safety and become a victim yourthe 147.180+ (Snowbird) repeater from a surself, and 2) document (time, date, place,
prisingly wide area. And because it’s linked
names, ages, circumstances, etc.) as much as
full-time to the Intermountain Intertie, you
you can. Good Samaritan laws can help protect
might be able to use it to easily reach your
you from liability to a point, but the rest will
family.
be left to your good judgment, which is why

The Wilderness Protocol
To be the help that others might need while
you’re out in the back country, the ARRL has
devised a voluntary program called the Wilderness Protocol. Here’s how it works.
As you’re hiking around, whether you’re
within cell coverage or not, turn on your radio
to 146.520 MHz simplex (the National Calling
Frequency) and listen while you travel. The
ARRL suggests that, every three hours on the
hour, announce your call sign, and that you’re
listening in case anybody needs help. Repeat
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The Wilderness Protocol also suggests
446.000 MHz simplex (another National Calling Frequency) as an alternative. If you’re carrying a dual-band radio, it’s good practice to
listen and then make the same announcement
on both of those frequencies.
Finally, if you’re the person in need of help,
calling out for help on one or both of those
frequencies might just save your life. To get
the attention of hikers who are monitoring,
use what’s known as Long-Tone Zero
(abbreviated LiTZ for long interval tone zero).
Press and hold the zero Ø key for three or
more seconds. Repeaters that support the Wilderness Protocol will respond to this signal by
opening for your transmission. But at the very
least, it might get the attention of a ham hiker
who’s monitoring and willing to help you.

DIY
Worthwhile projects you can build on your own

G5RV antenna
Let’s build one of amateur radio’s most popular, yet one of the most maligned multi-band HF
antennas, the G5RV. While relatively simple in materials and design, it can be a rather finicky
antenna, due to its vertical radiator. The design used here is taken from Tom Rauch W8JI, a
very respected authority on amateur antennas.
This G5RV design is intended to support the 80-, 40-, 20-, and 15-meter bands, but requires a
tuner, due to excessively low DC resistances at resonance. Some hams report that they can use
their G5RV without a tuner on some bands, but I find that to be more the exception, rather
than the rule. While the overall construction of a G5RV is simple, near the end of this article,
you’ll see that it’s the installation that’s probably the most difficult.

Parts list
40 feet 300-ohm window line
24 feet RG-8X coaxial cable, SO-239 connector on one end
110 feet 14 AWG insulated stranded wire

dogbone insulator

3 dogbone insulators
9˝ of 4-inch Triplewall pipe or PVC
Zip ties, small heat shrink tubing, short paracord

300-ohm window line

Installing the antenna center
Cut the 110 feet of stranded wire in half, then strip four to five inches of insulation off one
end of each of the two wires. Using a hot (100 watts or higher) soldering iron, tin the ends of
the stripped ends about ¼˝ each, to keep the strands from unwinding. Thread one of the
tinned ends through one hole of a dogbone insulator, then
twist-wrap the bare strands exiting the hole around the
strands entering the hole, up to the insulation. Solder the wrap
in place, then repeat this for the other wire and the other hole.
Separate one end of the window line about six inches, then
strip about three inches of insulation off the separated ends
and tin the ends about ¼˝
each. Thread the window
line ends through the two
holes of the dogbone insulator, then wrap the bare
ends around their corresponding bared 14-gauge
strands. Solder the window
insert the window line
line bare ends to the bared
strands of the 14-gauge wire, and that completes the antenna center.
completed antenna center
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DIY, continued
G5RV antenna

Thread the other end of the 14-gauge wire through another dogbone insulator so that the distance from the antenna center dogbone to the end dogbone is 51 feet. With the insulation intact, tie the wire around itself about eight turns, and cut off the excess. Repeat this for the
other 14-gauge wire, and that completes the antenna portion of the construction.

Constructing the choke balun
To minimize common-mode currents on the coax,
due to the connection with the vertical radiator, the
G5RV requires an RF isolator, or current balun. Drill
a ¼˝ hole about two inches from one end of the 4inch pipe. The RG-8X coaxial cable should have an
SO-239 connector on RG-8X coax
SO-239 connector on one end, and should be bare
on the other end. Thread the coax bare end through the ¼˝ hole from the inside of the 4-inch
pipe, leaving about eight inches of coax dangling out of the end of the tube. Tightly wind the
coax around the outside of the tube as closely packed as you can, leaving no gaps between
winds, for 19 turns. Mark and drill a second ¼˝ hole vertically aligned with the first one, where
the 19th turn ends. Thread the coax bare end into the hole and out the end of the tube, opposite the end of the SO-239 connector.
For added stress-relief
and stability, Zip-tie the
coax to the inside of the
choke balun with two Zip
ties on each end, like in
the photo on the right.
Strip and tin the bare end
of the RG-8X coax, like in
the photo on the left.
Measure the length of the
window line to about 31
feet from the middle of
the antenna center dogbone, then cut, strip off
stripped and tinned bare end
about ½˝, and tin the two
bare window line conductors. If you plan to mount the G5RV in an
inverted-V format, you should cut the window line a little longer,
about 34 feet.
Slip some heat shrink tubing over the insulation of each window completed choke balun
line conductor, solder the tinned conductor to one of the tinned
coax conductors, then heat-shrink the tubing over the connection. Drill a ¼˝ hole in the choke
balun about an inch from the edge on the window line end, then drill another on the same
end, but 180° from the first, again about an inch from the edge. Thread some paracord
through these two holes, and then through the window line window closest to the choke
balun. Cinch and then tie off the paracord, to relieve the soldered joints from the weight of the
choke balun. The antenna-choke pair is now complete.
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DIY, continued
G5RV antenna

Erecting and using your G5RV antenna
Probably the most difficult part of using a G5RV antenna is the installation. The good news is
that you can mount it flat-top, inverted-V, or even sloped. For a sloped installation, try and
stretch the window line out so that it’s at a right angle to the two wire legs, similar to that of
the sloped dipole in the sloped diagram. If you go for an inverted-V, try not to let the angle
between the two wire legs to fall below 120° from each other. Any way you approach the installation, the two most important rules about mounting a G5RV antenna are 1) get it up high and
2) keep it away from conductors.
Ideally, the very bottom of the choke balun should be at
least twelve feet off the ground, which places the flat-top
wire legs about 44 in the air, not always easy. Furthermore,
no part of the antenna, especially the window line, should be
within eight feet of conductive objects, such as gutters,
roofs, masts, vegetation, or the dirt. The vertical radiator
(window line) has a way of coupling with surrounding metallic and other conductors, which can easily de-tune your antenna (because those objects become part of the antenna
system) and shift your resonant frequency.
Will your G5RV work if you can’t get it high enough? Yes, but
you might find that the vertical radiator has coupled with
the ground more than you’d like, resulting in a higher SWR
at your resonant frequency and a narrower bandwidth. But
even with the best conditions, you need to connect a tuner
sloped diagram
to your new antenna to provide an impedance match for
your bands of choice. Connect your coax from your rig to your tuner, then another from your
tuner to the SO-239 connector of the choke balun, and enjoy making contacts on 80 meters,
40 meters, 20 meters, and 15 meters!

inverted-V diagram
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Fun Facts
Had no idea

According to hamdata.com, as of 01-01-2019, Most licensees by nationality, 01-01-2019
there are
US ................................... 809,650
809,650 licensed amateurs in the US :

Japan............................... 435,581



413,454 are Technicians

Thailand ......................... 176,278



10,092 are Novices

Germany ........................... 94,491



188,265 are Generals

Canada ............................. 69,183



44,940 are Advanced

China ................................ 68,692



152,899 are Extras

Spain ................................. 58,700

On average, the daily change in numbers :


Technicians by +18



Novices by ―3



Generals by +4



Advanced by ―8



Extras by +6

UK ..................................... 58,426
South Korea ..................... 42,632
Russia ............................... 38,000
Brazil ................................ 32,053
Italy ................................... 30,000

About 50% of new licensees get on the air

Indonesia.......................... 27,815
Women hams (YLs)

This many in each state as of 01-01-2019:
CA = 116,280
TX = 57,962
FL = 46,098
WA = 36,762
OH = 30,417
NY = 29,850
PA = 26,264
MI = 22,882
NC = 22,751
AZ = 22,198
IL = 21,705
VA = 21,507
OR = 21,339
GA = 20,283
TN = 19,742
CO = 19,007
UT = 18,672
MO = 16,668
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IN = 16,643
NJ = 15,040
MA = 14,606
AL = 13,234
MN = 12,502
MD = 12,098
WI = 12,088
OK = 10,775
SC = 10,693
KY = 10,276
ID = 9,442
AR = 8,790
NV = 8,451
CT = 8,304
KS = 8,062
NM = 7,309
WV = 7,016
IA = 6,997

LA = 6,910
MS = 6,014
NH = 5,910
ME = 4,937
PR = 4,922
HI = 4,452
MT = 4,281
NE = 4,105
AK = 3,880
VT = 2,316
WY = 2,192
RI = 2,126
SD = 2,068
DE = 1,930
ND = 1,737
DC = 555
VI = 265
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First in North America : M.S. Coleville (call sign
unknown) of Bowmanville, ON in 1914
First in the US : Emma Chandler W8NH of St.
Mary’s, OH in 1915
15% of US amateur licensees are female
The youngest Technician (age 5), General (age
7), and Extra (age 8) ever, were all female
The radio code 33 (“fondest regards”) was officially adopted in 1940, and is / was the only
radio code used exclusively between female
operators
Interesting ham links
Find the history of any US or Canada call sign
using the National Silent Key Archive
Search for a ham in the Call Book Archives
Search for any rig in the Radio Museum
Got a search tip for the UVARC Shack? Email
uvarcshack@gmail.com

Side of Bacon
A little ham humor
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For Your Insight
Information you could use

Club meeting format

Monthly meeting help

Here’s the usual agenda for club meetings, at
the Orem City Council Chamber Room, 56 N
State St:

We’re grateful for the volunteers who help
with various tasks that make our club night
just that much more friendly and useful to
everybody. Monthly we need help with

Talk-in frequency on the club repeaters
6:30 pm : Eyeball QSO
socialize / put faces with call signs
radio programmers available to help you
6:45 pm : Call the meeting to order

programming radios (thanks, Loren / Ralph!)
taking photos or videos during the meeting
operating the talk-in radio
setting up tables and chairs (thanks, Heath!)

meeting lineup (agenda)
announcements / nets / awards / calendar
7:00 pm : Discussion / breakout session
discussions usually involve everybody
breakouts split into separate groups

Lynx
Websites for your education and leisure
Training items and topics for nets
Ham Radio Nets

7:45 pm : Door prizes

DX Summit and DX Maps

7:55 pm : Dismiss and disassemble

76’ers Group and UVARC Group pages

8:00 pm : Club QSY to a local eatery

Utah Ham Radio Exam Schedule

Something you’d like to see at the meetings?

Questions of the Month

Give us your input at uvarcshack@gmail.com
Test your knowledge (answers next page)

G5CØ6 : What is the RMS voltage across a 500-turn secondary winding in a transformer if the
2250-turn primary is connected to 120 VAC?
A. 2370 volts
B. 540 volts
C. 26.7 volts
D. 5.9 volts
E8A13 : Which of these methods is commonly used to convert analog signals to digital
signals?
A. Sequential sampling
B. Harmonic regeneration
C. Level shifting
D. Phase reversal
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Calendar
What’s happening
(times are Mountain Time)

Utah County Ham Exam Sessions

Club Meeting Calendar (6:30 pm)

BYU J. Reuben Clark Law School building

Orem Council Chambers, 56 N State St

Sign up at HamStudy.org/sessions

February 7

March 7

Sat February 16, 2:30 to 5:00 pm

April 4

May 2

Wed February 20, 7:00 to 8:45 pm

June 6

July 19*

Sat March 16, 2:30 to 5:00 pm

August 1

September 5

Wed March 20, 7:00 to 8:45 pm

October 3

November 7

Wed April 17, 7:00 to 8:45 pm
Sat April 20, 2:30 to 5:00 pm
Wed May 15, 7:00 to 8:45 pm
Sat May 18, 2:30 to 5:00 pm

* Actually a potluck at 93 N 400 E

Regular Nets
RACES Net, Thu Feb 21 8:00 pm, 147.12
Jackson Hole Net, Mon 8:00 pm, 146.76

Provo One-day Technician Courses
Third Saturday Monthly at 8:00 am
BYU Law School Bldg, First Floor

2019 Orem Ham Radio Courses

UVARC Ladies’ Net, Tue 7:00 pm, 146.78
UARC 76’ers, Wed 7:00 pm, 146.76
UVARC Youth Net, Thu 6:30 pm, 146.78
UVARC New Ham Net, Thu 7:00 pm, 146.78

Technician : Jan 22, 29, Feb 5, 12

CERT Net, 2nd & 4th Thu 8:00 pm, 146.78

General : Mar 19, 26, Apr 2, 9

Utah County 6 meters, Fri 8:00 pm, 50.14

Technician : May 21, 28, June 4, 11

6-Pack Net, Fri 9:00 pm, 50.15

Extra : July 16, 23, 30, Aug 6, 13

Family History Net, Sat 8:00 pm, 146.78

Technician : Sept 17, 24, Oct 1, 8

See a larger list of nets at noji.com/nets

Upcoming Contests

ARRL International DX Contest, SSB
State QSO Parties

5 pm March 1 to 5 pm March 3

February 2 (VT, MN, BC)

State QSO Parties

State QSO Parties

March 16 (LA, VA)

February 23 (SC, NC)

See a larger list at noji.com/contest

Answers to the Questions of the Month
G5CØ6 : C ( 26.7 volts ) [ V / V = N / N , so V = V N / N = (120 VAC) X (500 turns) /
P

S

P

(2250 turns) = 26.7 volts ]
E8A13 : A ( Sequential sampling )
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Vendors
For your convenience

$25, open-stub Joystick aluminum half-wave J-pole antenna
$35, 6-meter dipole, $20 for the 220 MHz (1.25 m) antenna
by Carl Pockrus, WE7OMG (email we7omg@gmail.com to purchase)
Half-wave performance, solid construction, weather-proof, low wind-load
Probably the best-performing outdoor antenna you can get for the price
$20, vertical Super-Elastic Signal Stick quarter-wave flexible antenna
by Richard Bateman, KD7BBC, of SignalStuff (and maker of HamStudy)
Super-performing antenna for your HT (handheld transceiver)
Visit SignalStuff and select SMA-Male, SMA-Female, or BNC
Ham Radio Podcasts v1.50
by Trevor Holyoak, AD7GH (email android@holyoak.com)
Stream podcasts (such as 100 Watts and a Wire, Amateur Radio Newsline, ARRL
Audio News, etc.) or download for later listening
For Android 4.1 and up (ad-free available for purchase)
Want your call sign or name (or both!) embroidered on your shirt, your hoodie,
your duffle? Or how about a club patch with your call sign?
by Glenna Gardner, WE7SEW (glenna0354@gmail.com or text 801-592-2503)
Call sign or name = $5, Both = $8, UVARC patch = $5, Patch with call = $9
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Where everybody knows your call sign
Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club
Orem, Utah, USA
K7UVA
Phone/Text: 801-368-1865
Email: k7uva@arrl.net
Repeaters: 146.780–, 100.0
448.200–, 100.0 224.560–, 100.0
145.250-, 100.0 448.225-, 100.0
Newsletter input?
Email uvarcshack@gmail.com
Need help?
Email uvarcelmer@gmail.com

We’re on the web!
uvarc.club

Our fearless leadership
Presidency
President........................... Noji Ratzlaff
Vice President ............... Chad Buttars
Secretary ........................ Caryn Alarcon
Activities .......................... James Brown
Technology................ Trevor Holyoak

Board of Directors
Richard Bateman, KD7BBC
Carl Pockrus, WE7OMG
Aubrey Gum, K7GUM
Jeff McGrath, N1SC
Jody Dollar, K7BUX
Jeremy Giovannoni, K7TEH
Brad Kirk, AF7FP
Alma Perry, W1ZGY

Club Sponsor
Heath Stevenson
Orem City Emergency Manager
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We are the Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit (EIN 81-360-6416) Utah corporation that was organized in
an obscure Orem fire station on 02-05-2016 to provide amateur
radio hobbyists in Utah County and surrounding areas a way to
gather and discuss all things ham. Our primary purposes are to
provide a local amateur radio resource, help new hams in their
new-found adventures, and to give more experienced hams a
reason to share their wealth of knowledge and wisdom in a
friendly atmosphere of fellowship. We’re an ARRL Affiliate and
work in cooperation with the Utah VHF Society, but are not subsidiary to them, to UARC, the 76’ers, UCARES, RACES, the
SCATeam, or any other organization, although many of our
members might also belong to the same.
This newsletter is copyrighted and published by the Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club, and its purpose is to convey the tone
and temperament of the club, to inform and entertain its members, and to entice the rest. To join, go to uvarc.club/join or to
www.facebook.com/groups/uvarc/ and request membership.
For more information about our club or about amateur (ham)
radio in general, please email or text or call us.
More than just a club, we invite you to become part of a great
ham radio movement in Utah Valley

